
 

 

Mr. Hansel 

Physics (2nd and 5th period) 

Week 3 
 

Instructions:  If you are receiving this packet, I am assuming you don’t have access to the Internet.  Read through the 

notes.  After you have read through the notes, answer the following questions by marking the indicated answers in the 

packet.  If able, try to get within WiFi range at either the school or McDonald’s and either do the Google Form real quick 

or submit pictures of the answers to my e-mail address.  (We want to reduce transmission vectors of the virus as much 

as possible.)  There should still be a bin to turn packets in at the school, but that plan has been evolving over time. 





Linear Momentum

 Linear momentum is a vector represented by 

the letter p and measured in kg∙m/s

 The equation is:

p = mv

 m is mass

 v is velocity
Bold letter is college notation; 

it means vector!



Impulse

 An impulse, shown by the letter J, is a 

change in an object’s momentum ( Δp )

 Impulse is a vector measured in N∙s

 J = FΔt

 F is a constant

applied force

 Δt is the time in which

the change happens



Impulse-Momentum Theorem

 Putting it all together we end up with

J = FΔt = Δp

 Or (far more usefully):

J = FΔt = mvf - mvi

Just pick the 

parts of the 

equation you 

need!

A = B = C so 

A = C if 

needed!



A Thought Question
 So why does cushioning protect an 

object? The force required to stop the 

fall is the same in both cases.



Cushion Catching

 The force on the pillow has a much 

longer impact time.  

 As the egg hits a hard floor, there is 

virtually no impact time and the force is 

delivered to the egg all at once.  When 

the egg hits a pillow, the pillow absorbs 

the blow and compresses making the 

collision take more time and dividing the 

force up over that longer time interval.



Video

 If you can watch this video, it greatly 

explains the simple concepts of 

momentum.  It is not required, I normally 

show it in class and talk about it with the 

examples on the following slides.

 Physics of Football - Momentum

 https://youtu.be/hTZI-kpppuw



Think About This
 If a reckless ice skater collides with 

another skater who is standing still on 

the ice, is it possible for both skaters to 

be at rest after the collision?

 No, momentum is conserved.  Unless 

they had equal and opposite 

momentum, the momentum won’t be 

perfectly cancelled out and someone (or 

both) must be moving.



Think About This Too

 A spacecraft undergoes a change of 

velocity when its rockets are fired.  How 

does the spacecraft change velocity in 

empty space, where there is nothing for the 

gases emitted by the rockets to push 

against?

 Momentum must be conserved.  If the 

particles are ejected with a momentum in 

one direction, this means the spaceship 

must begin moving the other direction!



Conservation of Momentum

 The total momentum of all objects 

interacting with one another remains 

constant regardless of the nature of the 

forces between the objects.

 m1 v1,i + m2 v2,i = m1 v1,f + m2 v2,f

 This even works for objects pushing 

away from each other like an explosion 

splitting an object into pieces.



Elastic Collision Momentum

 Two objects collide and maintain their 

original shape with no loss of kinetic 

energy

 The objects “bounce off” of each other

 We use the original equation as is

m1 v1,i + m2 v2,i = m1 v1,f + m2 v2,f

Tennis racket and ball



Conservation of Kinetic Energy

 As we learned last unit, energy is always 

conserved and in perfectly elastic 

collisions, kinetic energy specifically is 

conserved so we can use that to solve 

problems as well.

 ½m1v1,i
2 + ½m2v2,i

2 = ½m1v1,f
2 + ½m2v2,f

2

 The algebra gets extraordinarily messy and 

hard to follow, so we won’t use this to solve 

equations.  I will explain a simpler version for 

the college bound kids when we get to working 

problems though.  Skip it otherwise.



Perfectly Inelastic Collision 

Momentum
 When two objects move together for part of 

the “collision” (either before or after)

 The objects essentially become “one object” 
with a combined mass or…

m1 v1,i + m2 v2,i = (m1+m2) vf

(m1+m2) vi = m1 v1,f + m2 v2,f

 Kinetic energy is not conserved in 

inelastic collisions because the 

objects do not return to their original

shape. Energy is lost due to 

“deformation”.

If they come together

If they separate



Real Collisions
 A lot of this assumes forces in collisions are 

treated as a constant value; they are not 
constant, we use averages

 Impact force increases as the two objects start 
to compress against each other, and 
decreases as they finish

 For example, a concussion only

cares about the maximum force

reached and not the average

 Also, typically energy is lost as 

heat, sound, and deformation



(AP) Imperfect Collisions

 So we mentioned elastic collisions and 

perfectly inelastic collisions, but is there an in 

between?  Yes.

 In short, collisions in which there is some 

deformation/heat (inelastic) and the objects in 

whole or in part bounce off of each other 

(elastic) result in an imperfect collision (most 

people in the field just call them inelastic; 

imperfect is a term I use to separate perfectly 

and imperfectly inelastic collisions)



(AP) Imperfect Collisions

 Usually, this is associated with crumpling and 
loss of kinetic energy by changing the shape 
of the object or generating heat through friction

 Cars are designed to fail with a crumple zone 
to minimize the impact to the driver in case of 
a collision.

 This zone converts as

much energy as possible

into the deformation to

reduce the energy

transferred to the driver.



(AP) Coefficient of Restitution

 The degree to which collisions lose energy 

over time is called the coefficient of restitution.

 A bouncing ball is a form of imperfect collision 

as each time it bounces it does not return to 

the same height, therefore it has less energy.  

The coefficient of restitution is the ratio of 

energy lost on each bounce.  In this case, 

height.



1. Email address *

2. 6 points

Mark only one oval.

kg*m/s (kilogram meter per second)

kg*m/s^2 (kilogram meter per second squared)

N*m (Newton meter)

N/m (Newton per meter)

3. 6 points

Mark only one oval.

7

1

12

1.33

0.75

Regular Momentum
Alright, same deal as Week 1.  Answer the questions below after reading through the slides over 
Momentum and Collissions.  In questions, an asterisk * means multiply and a slash / means 
divide, mostly reserved for if I talk about units.
* Required

Which of these are correct units for momentum, p? *

If a 3 kg object has a speed of 4 m/s, what is its momentum in correct units? *



4. 10 points

Check all that apply.

Change in momentum

Force times distance

Force times a time interval over which a change occurs

Change in kinetic energy

Work due to nonconservative forces

5. 6 points

Mark only one oval.

0

20,000

40,000

80,000

6. 6 points

Mark only one oval.

The force needed to stop the baseball

The impact time between the baseball and the catcher's hand/mitt

The mass of the baseball

The initial velocity of the baseball is different in both situations

The final velocity of the baseball is different in both situations

Impulse is defined as which of these quantities? (Two answers are correct) *

Suppose a car slams on its breaks and comes to a complete stop. What would
the impulse (in correct units) be if it started with a momentum of 40,000
kg*m/s? *

When a baseball is pitched at a catcher it stings less to catch the ball with a
padded catcher's mitt than with your bare hands. Which variable is being
affected to cause the catcher to feel less of an impact? *



7. 6 points

Mark only one oval.

Jim begins moving towards Paul

Jim remains stationary

Jim begins moving away from Paul

There is no way to make a prediction what happens without numbers

8. 6 points

Mark only one oval.

Newton's 1st law of motion

Newton's 3rd law of motion

Newton's law of universal gravitation

The law of conservation of energy

The law of conservation of momentum

9. 6 points

Mark only one oval.

Elastic

Inelastic

Kinetic

Potential

Jim, a physics student, is standing on a skateboard on top of a slick
gymnasium floor (assume frictionless) and goes to throw a heavy medicine
ball towards another aspiring physics student, Paul. Which of the following is
most likely to happen to Jim? *

The law that states that the total momentum of all objects interacting with
each other must remain constant is known as ___. *

If two objects collide and maintain their original form and shape after the
collision (remaining separated), then it can be described as a(n) ___ collision.
*



10. 12 points

Check all that apply.

Momentum

Potential Energy

Kinetic Energy

Work

Power

11. 12 points

Check all that apply.

Momentum

Potential Energy

Kinetic Energy

Work

Power

12. 18 points

Check all that apply.

Kinetic energy

Heat

Sound

Potential energy

Deformation of the objects colliding

In perfectly elastic collisions, which values are conserved? (Only one OR
two answers correct.) *

In perfectly inelastic collisions, which values are conserved? (Only one OR
two answers correct.) *

In real world collisions, mechanical (useful) energy is usually not perfectly
conserved and is lost as ___. (Three answers correct.) *



13. 6 points

Mark only one oval.

Our understanding of physics cannot explain deformation in a collision

In our equations we assume all collisions are elastic and in the real world some are
inelastic

In our equations we assume all collisions are inelastic and in the real world some are
elastic

In our equations we use a constant average value instead of maximum values which
might matter in the real world

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

The major difference between the way we mathematically approximate
collisions and what actually happens in the real world is that ___. *

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
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